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Birchgrove steps up
retirement BTR plans
9 MD Honor Barratt outlines plans to acquire six to eight new sites by 2023
BY RICHARD HOOK
A year after Birchgrove launched with
backing from Bridges Fund Management,
the retirement living developer has
snapped up two new sites.
The company, which is the first in the
sector to focus solely on the rental market,
bought its second site, in Ewell near
Epsom, last month and added its third,
in Woking, last week. Its first, in Sidcup,
south London, is under construction.
Property Week asked Birchgrove’s
managing director Honor Barratt about
the company's rental model and its
growth plans.

What scope is there for
rental retirement housing?

The average house price in
the North East, after the region
suffered a 0.5% monthly drop in
prices. It was the only region to
suffer a decline in May (source:
Land Registry)

Inland Homes’ rise in revenue
following a 46% increase in home
completions for the year to 30 June

£400m

Barratt: "retirement rental could be
the next student accommodation"

them. They came up with the model
and are aware of the speed at which
we can develop and the issues involved
in acquiring land. Being a social impact
fund, they are always pushing us to
prove how we are making a difference
beyond just the schemes.
For example, our fourperson sales team at
Sidcup are all recent
retirees who wanted
There's so far to
to return to work. It’s
go before the market a different challenge
is overexposed. We
to investing in
standard build-tocould build for 50
years and not come rent and Bridges
understands that.

It can create strong
returns for investors
close to meeting
– retirement rental
demand
could be the next student
What attracted
accommodation. Birchgrove
you to the role?
will be the litmus test before others
Coming from the background of being
enter the market and we’re looking
involved in care rather than property, the
forward to that.
idea of making a genuine difference in
people’s lives has always been crucial to
me. So when Bridges came to me with
How important is the
the proposition of building up a company
backing of Bridges?
and buying land to create schemes for
We wouldn’t be anywhere without

propertyweek.com

£128,680

67%

We’re at 0.5% penetration for retirees
living in rented retirement housing in
the UK – in Australia that figure is 6%.
There’s so far to go before this market is
overexposed. We could build for another
50 years and not come close to meeting
demand. Most potential tenants say
they wish they’d done it earlier
so we need to promote the
sector and build it up by
word of mouth.

What is the
financial
appeal?

This week’s vital stats

assisted living for rent, I thought "that’s
the opportunity I’ve been waiting for".
We’re seeing annual growth of 357,296
people aged 55 to 90 and so many of
them end up in a ‘deathtrap house’
where they can’t move out because
of stamp duty. At a Birchgrove rental
scheme we give tenants a chance to have
support but also to live their own lives.

How many sites are you
looking to buy and where?

We’re targeting six to eight additional
sites by 2023. In our model,
developments make sense at 80 units,
but all we seem to be able to get inside
the M25 are 50-unit sites. So we’ve
decided to focus on multiple 50-unit
sites close together and create a
hub-and-spoke model with one
general manager.
We definitely feel the rental model
works best for those with a large asset
to liquidate so the South East is the
most logical place to start. We’ll try to
move out across the rest of the UK once
the model is proven. 9

The GDV of J&T Real Estate’s
first UK resi development at 185
Park Street in Bankside, London,
which it will complete as part of a
JV with Sons & Co

1,000
The number of apartments
Irish housebuilder Glenveagh
Properties plans to build in Cork’s
docklands if it successfully raises
€205m (£182m) in equity

35%
Percentage of first-time buyers
who used a gift or loan from family
or friends in 2016-17 compared
with 22% in 2003-04 (source:
English Housing Survey)
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